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SUKKOT

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Sunday 9 October from 4pm
4pm 		
Decorating the Sukkah
5.15pm
Songs and Lulav Shake
5.45pm
Supper for Families

SIMCHAT TORAH

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Sunday 16 October from 4pm
4pm 		
Torah Arts and Crafts
5.15pm
Torah Dance Party
5.45pm
Supper

SUKKOT
SUPPER

Sunday 9 October 7.30pm
Supper in the Sukkah
RSVPs essential:
tbi.org.au/highholydays
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Joanne N. Loewy Irons

5782 – what a journey!
This year my son finished VCE after being a King
David School student for 16 years, from a two
year-old in daycare to year 12, and we were able to
resume travelling with passports - the latter made
easier by the former!

The year saw us return physically to
our synagogue for prayer and people,
to our classrooms for lessons and
learning, and to our cultural centre
and premises for various social
action projects.
From last Yamim Noraim to this one we will have
celebrated with 41 B’nei Mitzvah families, entered
10 babies into the covenant with B’rit Bas and
B’rit Milah, and opened our doors to many newly
welcomed to our faith. We strengthened and grew
our youth engagement initiatives with Bubs &
Bagels, Tots & Torah, Beit Sefer Chayim, Binah,
Teen Madrichim, Learner’s Minyan and Next Dor.
We expanded and deepened our adult learning
horizons with our Back to School Back to Shule
program, introducing new teachers and opportunities
to connect with our stories and spirituality.
With the welcome addition of quality professionals,
our Executive Director Mike Gregory, and Rabbi
Gary Robuck we have been well placed to resume
onsite in a new living-with-COVID reality. I thank
both Mike and Rabbi Robuck enormously for their
deep and dedicated commitment to TBI, for keeping
the flame alight and working above and beyond a
4
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standard working week – truly a TBI lifestyle!
I thank all our staff who ride the journey
with us with a care and concern for our community
par excellence.
My focus remains on a future with a TBI that is
in balance with a healthy and safe environment,
that showcases a living Judaism and progresses
Progressive Judaism. I am excited to carry with us
into the new year our Strategic Plan, with its five
priorities as follows:

1. Affirm and articulate
religious practice
2. B
 uild and maintain a
sustainable budget
3. Align programs with core
values and core business

look forward to together finding pathways and
solutions in implementing and, in many cases further
implementing and finalising our listed strategies.
Our Board committees are actively reviewing
and revising their projects, initiatives and tasks in
accordance with the points listed in the Strategic
Plan. Our members are already contributing to
our rabbinic search committee talks, and to our
randomly-selected focus groups to share their ideas
and visions for TBI. It is refreshing to restart our
conversations about where we want to go as an
organisation – and we are all essential to
these discussions.
To achieve a sacred and sustainable future we need
to look to what the members of our community can
offer, and explore the use and value of our physical
space at Alma Road.

Into the new year, let us together showcase and
progress Progressive Judaism and a living and
4. Invest in youth and young families
immersive Judaism. Let us nurture more talent,
encourage more young people to become leaders
5. D
 evelop and grow key partnerships
and educators. Let us together strategise the use
of our Alma Road building, and strengthen and
You may remember that our Strategic Plan identifies expand our connections with partner groups and
our values, mission and core business; sets out
organisations. Let us connect with each other,
challenges and opportunities, and articulates goals
imperfect and flawed, but kind and generous.
and priorities, with an overarching aspiration towards Let us continue and celebrate the caring
a sacred and sustainable future.
community that is TBI.
As the Plan was written pre-pandemic, we are
In 5783 I challenge you to ask
now considering whether we need to shift or make
adjustments to it, while still progressing and realising yourself: what positive attributes
the goals at its heart. Some of the questions we
will you offer our future?
now face are: How has the pandemic affected our
Strategic Plan? (This may be in terms of the physical Shanah tova u’metukah.
health of our members, or the new financial positions Joanne N. Loewy Irons, TBI President
in which they might now be finding themselves).
Once we have analysed where we are, what we
have achieved and what has been disrupted, we
HHD 2022
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THE BACKPACK
Rabbi Gary Robuck

Each year, on or around the end of June, in
newspapers, magazines, online, on commercial
television and in shop windows, there appear a
plethora of advertisements drawing attention to
the EOFY. For some time I had no idea what this
acronym stood for. Subsequently I learned that
EOFY, referring of course to the end of the financial
(fiscal) year, was a signal to business owners and
taxpayers alike to bring together records of income
and expenses, a time for stocktake sales, the
lodging of income tax returns and the closing of
books. It is a time for new beginnings. How curious
that I should sit down to write this article, which will
focus on fresh starts and spiritual renewal, on the
30th of June, just as ledgers all around the country
snap shut on the past financial year.
Naturally in Judaism we demarcate the New
Year differently. We stand shoulder to shoulder
in the synagogue and offer prayers before God
that articulate our shortcomings, demand our
introspection, and express our regret for our
flaws and failings. Stripped of all pretentions and
conscious of our mortality, we appear bare before
the Judge, confess our sins, and petition God for
another year of life.
But even before doing so, the Yamim Noraim require
that we approach our fellows and seek forgiveness
for offences caused intentionally or inadvertently,
by word or action. Though we may be confident
in God’s forgiveness, we don’t know how others,
those whom we may have maligned, offended or
distressed, will react. This, like accepting an apology
from others, is hard, uncomfortable work, for who
among us is without fault?
6
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The effort necessary to close the books on the past
and to begin anew, to peel back the avarice and
move forward less encumbered, is avodat kodesh –
holy work, and arguably among the most important
we can undertake. Maimonides, the Rambam
(1135-1204), writing in his master work The Mishneh
Torah, focuses on the need for every Jew to “make”
Teshuva at this season, explaining:
“Every commandment in the Torah, whether
a commandment to perform some act or a
commandment to refrain from some act – if a person
transgresses one of these commandments, whether
unintentionally or intentionally, he must confess
before God when he does T’shuva for his sin... This
is called the confession of words.”
The Rambam asks: “How should a person confess?
He should say, please God, I have sinned, I have
wronged, I have rebelled before you, and I have
done such-and-such. Behold, I regret and am
ashamed of my deeds, and I will never return to that
act again, this is the essence of confession.” (Laws
of Repentance)
This is interesting. While the Rambam appears
to be strictly addressing the violation of a mitzvah
from the Torah that can be corrected through
verbal confession (note the need to verbalise one’s
wrong behaviour), the same mentality and urgency
applies to those aveirot (sins) committed against
others (bein Adam la’chaveiro). Moreover, in both
instances, the ground must be prepared before
the seeds of true repentance can be planted.
Maimonides’ preferred earth-moving tools are regret
and shame. Bahya Ibn Pakuda, the still-influential
11th-century Spanish philosopher and rabbi, adds
one more, writing: “humility is the root and beginning
of repentance.”
Regret, shame, and humility are the preconditions
for T’shuva; another way of saying that we must
be honest with ourselves should we ever hope that
the New Year will be one of actual renewal. They,
together with sufficient resolve, can make all the
difference between enjoying a shanah tovah, a new

year, or just another year. Which do you prefer?
My new friends, the cover of this edition of Kol
Yisrael was the subject of spirited debate. I
hope that you find it intriguing, challenging, even
confronting. I encourage you to give it some thought
when you see it on your coffee table over the next
weeks and months, and ask yourself: “what is the
rabbi driving at”?

It is, admittedly, rather odd: a single
backpack. Questions abound. Is it
empty or is it full? What does it contain
and what do its contents say about its
owner? And why a backpack – not a
suitcase, or trunk?
This year on the Yamim Noraim, when I enjoy the
privilege of speaking with you from the pulpit, I will
address myself more expansively to this innocuous
backpack. Suffice to say, it is a potent metaphor,
reminding us that to move forward and make
distance, we must be careful not to carry too much
unnecessary weight, while also teaching us that to
elevate our spiritual lives, to rise above and become
our best selves, it is critical that we shed the ballast
of sharp words, the coarseness, the stones upon our
heart, which serve only to drag us down to earth.
This year, whether as individuals or family members,
with our friends and together with our congregation,
the question we must answer is: what will you carry
with you and what will you leave behind? As we
embark on the New Year 5783, may God give us the
courage and the wisdom to choose.

My wife Jocelyn and our family join in wishing
you shanah tovah u’metukah – a good,
sweet, and meaningful New Year.

HHD 2022
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vba -

SHANAH.
YEAR.
REPEAT.
CHANGE.

Tammy Cohen
Learning and Engagement Mashpia

On Rosh HaShanah, we wish each other Shanah
Tovah, which unlike the secular new year’s greeting
of Happy New Year, translates to a good year. We
wish each other a good year ahead. Rabbi Benjamin
Blech suggests that echoing the words of B’reishit,
acknowledging the “good” works of creation, reminds
us that a good year is a year as it was meant to be.

The word shanah can mean not just
year, but in other grammatical forms
repeat and change. As each year
arrives, we cycle through the days,
months, festivals and milestones of our
lives, but within each repetition, we are
different, we have changed and we can
change for the better.
In our Rosh HaShanah Mishkan T’shuvah, on page
four, I found the following kavanah, an intention
for the new year. It jumped out to me as I thought
about the visual concept of the backpack that Rabbi
Robuck put forward as a representation of the
themes of our High Holy Day period – what are we
taking with us and what are we leaving behind.

8
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In this reflection, Rabbi Laura Geller writes:
“Your book of life doesn’t begin today, on Rosh
HaShanah. It began when you were born. Some
of the chapters were written by other people: your
parents, siblings, and teachers. Parts of your book
were crafted out of experiences you had because
of other people’s decisions: where you lived, what
schools you went to, what your homes were like. But
the message of Rosh HaShanah, the anniversary of
the creation of the world, is that everything can be
made new again, that much of your book is written
every day – by the choices you make. The book is
not written and sealed; you get to edit it, decide what
parts you want to emphasize and remember, and
maybe even which parts you want to leave behind.
Shanah tovah means both a good year, and a good
change. Today you can change the rest of your life.
It is never too late.”
Rabbi Geller’s reflection asks us firstly to consider
how we got to where we are now, and then to
actively engage in considering where we want to
be, who we want to be, and what we may wish to
leave behind. Our tradition has always guided us to
engage in the process of repetition and change. In
Pirkei Avot, chapter 5, Rabbi Bag Bag said about
Torah, turn it, turn it, for everything is in it. We read
the Torah year after year and find new purpose and
meaning within it. Similarly, Rabbi Geller encourages
us to be mindful and active in ensuring that we have
a good year.
Taking inspiration and guidance from our past,
TBI is developing a range of meaningful, creative
and diverse ways for members of our community,
across all ages and experiences, to participate in the
upcoming High Holy Days. I highlight a few intended
primarily for our Youth and Young Families,
but open for all:

• Tots services: 27 Sept, 5 Oct

Songs and stories in the Sanctuary on the morning
of Second Day Rosh HaShanah
and on Yom Kippur morning.

• Discovery Centre: 26 Sept, 5 Oct
Hands-on activities, stories, music and more
for kids and youth connecting to the themes
of the High Holy Days, held in the Friedlander
Synagogue and Courtyard on Rosh HaShanah
morning and Yom Kippur.

•A
 Celebration for (all) the Ages:
27 Sept

Having outgrown the Lorraine Topol Learning
Centre upstairs, our Rosh HaShanah Family
service will this year be held in the Sanctuary for
the Shacharit (morning) service on Second Day
Rosh HaShanah. Filled with melodies, readings,
and stories of our family service of years gone by.
Moving this service to the Sanctuary recognises
the number of individuals and families who attend
this service and provides an opportunity for
generations of our community to be together.

• Picnic & Reverse Tashlich: 2 Oct

Join together for Tikkun HaYam (Repair the Sea),
a worldwide initiative to participate in a reverse
Tashlich (casting out), instead cleaning up our
local beaches, held between Rosh HaShanah
and Yom Kippur.

For more information about all our High Holy Day
services and programs, please visit
tbi.org.au/highholydays

I look forward to being with you
throughout the High Holy Days,
and wish you a Shanah Tovah,
a good year, repeat and change ahead.

HHD 2022
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PACKING OUR “SUITCASES”
Student Rabbi Sarah Livschitz

Sometimes, travelling is hard. You arrive, unpack
the clothes from your suitcase, put on walking
shoes, take a deep breath and head out into the
unknown. Who knows what will be on the other
side? There are of course great days; the new sights
are fantastically interesting, the people are kind and
welcoming and you feel right at home, the food is
delicious. Nonetheless, after some amount of time,
there’s a hard day and you find that you accidentally
forgot to pack some of the resilience that you really
needed – or perhaps just your favourite shampoo
– and there’s no avoiding that it’s really frustrating.
Perhaps you have a difficult encounter with a local
and realise you accidentally packed too many

10
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expectations, or only the really fancy ones that have
no place here. Sometimes, unavoidably, you just
feel alone.
When I decided to join the rabbinate, I knew I was
choosing a hard path. I love to share the joy that I
find in Jewish community, music and text, and it is
incredibly exciting to be dedicating a lifetime to doing
just that. But to reach that place, there are five years
of living far from my family and friends, in countries
I speak the language of but don’t fully understand.
By the end of this year alone, I’ll have been to eight
different countries and lived in four of them. That’s
eight lots of packing and unpacking suitcases,

eight lots of finding the best local café, eight lots
of wondering where to go for Shabbat, eight lots of
hellos, eight lots of tearful goodbyes.
While I may have the privilege of having a journey
that involves planes and hotels and other such
things that we call a life of glamour, we are all on
journeys of our own all the time. My sister and I
often talk about how we are travelling together
on separate but parallel journeys; she decided to
become a mother around the time I began rabbinical
school. Like me, she’s constantly in unknown
territory, able to speak the language but never
quite sure of her footing. Every day brings new
challenges. Some are joyous; I will never forget
the look of absolute, complete love that Olive gave
her mother when she was born (and when she is a
grouchy teenager, I will absolutely be reminding her
of this) or the way she giggles at her grandmother.
Then there are the moments of terrible exhaustion,
patience stretched far beyond its natural limits, or
the hours of undeniable loneliness.
And yet, it turned out that my sister, G-d bless her, is
an excellent packer of both literal and metaphorical
suitcases. She always packs extra socks for a
holiday and she had packed resilience for days
in the suitcase that she would carry with her into
motherhood. Right next to it, she packed courage,
determination and humility to know her limits. I am
constantly in awe of her, journeying through this
great unknown like it’s no big thing.

can’t live without. Then there’s the constant struggle
to get everything under the airline’s weight limit
(23kg for Air New Zealand but 30kg for Qantas, I’ve
discovered). We can only take that which is most
important to us. The rest gets lovingly put back, to
be revisited at some future date. And what is that for
you – what have you packed in your suitcase? Is it
family, heritage, joy, activism, friendship… perhaps
something else entirely?
Not everything fits in a suitcase; there are things
we can only seek out when we arrive. One of those
things is community. Together, we can help each
other find the way forward. We can celebrate the
joyous moments and support one another through
the harder times. This togetherness doesn’t happen
naturally; it’s hard, ongoing work. But it’s also some
of the most worthwhile work we can undertake – I
truly believe that together, we can overcome and
achieve anything. And so, the question becomes:
how will we reach out to community for the things
we don’t have? And how will we be community for
those who need it?

The Jewish new year is a chance to
check that we’ve got everything we
need in our suitcase and to find our
community. As we approach this
junction, I invite you to take a moment
to check your suitcase, celebrate what
is there and identify what needs to be
In both my journey and my sister’s journey – indeed, acquired, and to lean into community
in all our journeys – packing the suitcase right is
for the rest.
important. We go through the drawers of our life
experiences, the shelves of our values, the racks
of our abilities and talents, selecting the things we

Chag sameach

HHD 2022
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FROM THE TREASURER
Alla Medownick

Dear Friends,
We all know how challenging the past few years
have been.
Many organisations, religious or otherwise, have
struggled as lockdowns reduced their ability to
support their communities and raise funds to
operate. Our hearts go out to those who have
struggled and continue to struggle as the dark
clouds of COVID once again appear on the horizon.
Recently there have been incorrect claims made
about the state of TBI’s finances and membership
numbers. The true facts of the matter show that
TBI has weathered the storms of the pandemic and
economic uncertainty extraordinarily well.
In 2020/21 – the most recent year that TBI’s
accounts have been audited – the organisation
recorded a significant surplus after four decades of
debt and deficits.
In 2020 TBI had a debt of $445,252.

In FY21 this debt was finally extinguished.
In the same year the cash surplus of the
organisation was $616,267, up from $109,922 in
2019/20. Indications are that this strong financial
performance has continued into 2021/22, with
more than sufficient cash reserves available for the
coming year.
The enviable position that we now find ourselves in
is in stark contrast to the situation facing TBI in past
years. As far back as 2008 TBI’s debt reached an
alarming $1.1 million.
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It has been a long road back from the brink, and
these results have been achieved through the
current Board’s sound financial management,
including the securing of almost $300,000 of
additional income from partnerships with Jewish
Care and Montessori.
It has also been bolstered by the Board’s success
in retaining members through the pandemic.
Despite financial hardship, and our facilities being
inaccessible to members for much of the past three
years, between 2018/19 and 2020/21 membership
fell by only four units – from 833 to 829.
In other metrics there is significant growth in
numbers. Nothing reflects this better than the
number of B’nei Mitzvah services. In 2012 we had
28, in 2015 we had 22. This year 2022 there are
47 B’nei Mitzvah services, filling our sanctuary with
pride and joy.
These figures demonstrate that our significant
turnaround in financial position isn’t just about
dollars and cents: it has had a real impact on
the way TBI is run and its ability to support our
members, no matter their age.
As you are aware, this good management has also
included the long-held vision of establishing the TBI
L’dor Va’dor Foundation, ensuring that bequests
are not used (as they have been in the past) to
simply plug deficit gaps or day-to-day operational
expenses, but are instead directed to initiatives that
directly benefit members, such as membership fee
reductions. You saw this new approach come into

effect this year when the Board announced a 15 per
cent applicable-to-all reduction in membership fees.
As well as allowing TBI to eliminate all bank debt,
we now have regained the full title of the synagogue
from the bank, resulting in a significant reduction
in fees and a much more secure future for the
organisation.
Over the coming year we will use this financial
position as a springboard to launch new initiatives
that will bring even more benefits to members,
starting with the announcement today that the Board
will establish a Building and Infrastructure Future
Fund to finance future refurbishment works and
unforeseen maintenance and repairs.
The creation of this fund is the realisation of a
dream pursued over many years by Past President
Peter Kolliner, and I would like to acknowledge his
vision, as well as the efforts of TBI House committee
members David Ryan and Simon Langer for keeping
our beloved building safe and operational.
Finally I wish to thank the Boards and Executives
of the last three years for their astute financial
management, and also the ongoing support of TBI’s
Finance Manager Chris Gounis.

I look forward to seeing you all at TBI.
Alla Medownick, TBI Treasurer

HHD 2022
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MAZEL TOV! KOL HAKAVOD
SIMCHAT TORAH 5783
CHATAN TORAH

KALLAT B’REISHIT

Kingsley is a long-standing
TBI member.

Denise has contributed generously
to the life of the TBI community and
is a familiar face to regulars.

KINGSLEY DAVIS OAM

From the ages of 11 to 13, he was
a ‘Junior Cantor’ at monthly Youth
Services pioneered by Rabbi Dr
Sanger. In his late teens, Kingsley
was a member of the TBI Youth Committee. He then also taught
Jewish history and Hebrew at the TBI St Kilda Religious School.
He remains a strong supporter of TBI, regularly attending
Shabbat services.
Well known for sounding the shofar, in 1962 Kingsley began as Ba’al
Tekiah at TBI’s Southern Liberal Congregation (now Etz Chayim). In
1968 he commenced at TBI St Kilda. He has been Ba’al Tekiah for
60 years. Year after year his tekiah gedolah, the longest and final
shofar call, amazes and delights our congregation.
On Australia Day 2015, Kingsley was awarded a Medal of the Order
of Australia (OAM) for service to the community through youth
and heritage organisations, and to the law. When interviewed by
the Jewish press on receiving the OAM, Kingsley remarked that a
personal achievement of which he was proud was the role of
Ba’al Tekiah.
The TBI Community is most fortunate to have been served with such
skill and devotion by Kingsley for so many years.

DENISE JOYNER

Denise started volunteering at
TBI in 2010, selecting books from
the treasured library collection
of interest to participants of the Geirut program (Introduction to
Judaism course).
Denise has been a shammash since 2013, welcoming congregants,
explaining the order of service to visitors, assisting those who
have a role on the bimah, and co-ordinating honours on the
rabbinic team’s running sheets. Her calm and welcoming manner
puts regulars, newcomers and visitors at ease when they enter
the sanctuary.
Denise is an active member of the Religious Life committee.
Her contribution to TBI’s kashrut policy, providing guidance to
TBI’s cooking volunteers, community dinner attendees and caterers
is of particular note. She is always available to provide help
where needed.
Denise joined TBI in 2007 with her husband Ian and daughter
Rebecca. She is the very proud grandmother to Amia, Danyelle and
Tai who were born in Israel.
Denise puts her heart and soul into leading a Jewish life and is a
blessing to our community.

ADA PHILLIPS PRESIDENT’S AWARD
LILI TEICHMAN

This award recognises significant contribution to the TBI Community as a ‘quiet achiever’. It is named in
honour of TBI’s founder, first President, and Honorary Life President.
Lili is an outstanding contributor to TBI’s ‘feeding the hungry’ program, nourish. She supervises the cooking
team and works in the TBI kitchen every Monday. She packs cloth bags for approximately 50 nourish clients
including frozen meals, donated bread, and cakes and salads made from Oz Harvest donated ingredients.
Some of the food comes from local Church groups who have been inspired to donate after Lili has talked to
them about nourish.
L ili spends Wednesday afternoons in the TBI kitchen providing cooking classes for King David School
Year 9 students.
After two years as President of the Rotary Club of Glen Eira, Lili is now a member of the Rotary E-Club of Melbourne and the Director of
Service for her Rotary District. She founded the Glen Eira Foodbank to provide food staples to those struggling in the community and also
volunteered as a Community Support Worker with Community Information Support Victoria.

14
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YOUNG CHATAN TORAH

YOUNG KALLAT B’REISHIT

TOBY ZAYONTZ

Toby is the current Netzer
Melbourne Mazkir (chairperson).
He volunteers about 10 to 15
hours every week, managing
Netzer programs and camps,
and promoting and supporting
Progressive Jewish informal
education for young people. Toby was the Rosh (head) of Netzer’s
Junior Summer Camp this year. He is one of the leaders of Netzer’s
monthly Sprout services at TBI. Toby is a member of the PJV
Committee, working on community projects that have a much wider
reach than Netzer.
Toby has participated in Netzer since he was in Grade 4, and has
enjoyed the opportunities Netzer has given him to make many close
friends, have wonderful camp experiences, and engage with other
Jewish youth groups.
Toby comes from a long-standing TBI Family. As a student at
Melbourne Grammar School, he participated in the Building
Bridges Program, an extra-curricular initiative that brings students
from Jewish, Muslim and Christian schools together. Currently
undertaking an undergraduate Science course at the University of
Melbourne, he plans to study postgraduate Engineering.
Toby is an outstanding young leader and an impressive role model.

NOA ABRAHAMS

Noa is a gifted leader of her
generation. Currently serving as
Netzer’s Federal Mazkira (leader),
she has been Netzer Melbourne’s
Mazkira and Rosh Chinuch
(head of education).
Noa played a major role in creating, developing and leading Netzer’s
monthly Sprout services at TBI, which were streamed throughout
COVID restrictions, attracting 80-350 participants. She has served
on TBI’s Lifelong Learning Committee, the PJV Committee,
and currently sits on the UPJ, ZA and ARZA executives. Noa is
spearheading the development of a Netzer Mo’adon (clubhouse) to
attract Progressive Jewish Youth.
Noa is a full-time chemistry and music student at The University of
Melbourne, a writer of some note with ‘Plus61J’ and ‘Jewish Women
of Words’. Last year, she was interviewed about her Grandparents’
Holocaust experiences on the SBS Hebrew language radio program.
Noa has volunteered with Sacred Heart Mission, Stand Up and the
Australian Youth Climate Coalition.
Noa was highly commended in the Young Adults Leadership category
of the B’nai B’rith & JNF Jewish Changemaker Awards 2021.
Noa is a young role model and inspiring leader within the Jewish
Community and at TBI.

ORDER OF AUSTRALIA,
QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY 2022

AWARDS

JOE LEWIT AM

PETER COHEN

Appointed a Member of the Order of Australia for
significant service to architecture, and to public
administration, Joe was TBI President from 2001
to 2003. Currently he is a member of several TBI
committees and is TBI’s official photographer.

Glen Eira Volunteer
Recognition Award 2022
for 2,000 hours of service
for the Community Security
Group (CSG).

PROFESSOR KATHY LASTER AM

Appointed a Member of the Order of Australia for
significant service to the law, and to legal advisory
roles, Kathy is the mother of Cantor Toby Glaser
of San Francisco who was a soloist at TBI prior to
being ordained at the Hebrew Union College.

PENNY JAKOBOVITS OAM

Awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia for
service to the Jewish community, Penny is
a past President of the UPJ, past Executive
Board Member of the WUPJ, past TBI Honorary
Secretary and Board member, and a TBI volunteer
for decades.

If you would like to nominate a TBI member
for a recognition, please send an email
briefly describing their achievements to
Rysia Rozen OAM, Chairperson Honours
Committee, via rozenr@bigpond.com
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS:

22 April - 19 June

Bec Campbell • Rachel Frederick • Alina Kleiman • Ethan Kleiman
• India Landsberg • Mark Landsberg • Tina Landsberg

KIDDUSH SPONSORS:

24 April - 30 July

Lurie family • Glasman family • Aghion family • Shaw family
• Kolliner family • Markman & Micmacher families

NETZER NEWS
Hello from Netzer! As the year is drawing to an
end, and we’re all beginning to reflect and look at
the year that has been, we wanted to provide an
update on our movement.
With strong engagement from both our bogrim
and chanichim, Netzer has had a very successful
year so far, one that we are both proud of and
inspired by. We had an amazing winter camp, a
record-breaking tiyul, many fun and passionate
Sunday programs, and so much more.
For those who may not know, Netzer changes
leadership every year, both on a federal and
state level, giving us the opportunity to continue
to grow, change, adapt and overcome. However,
this can mean that we occasionally struggle with
issues of movement memory and continuity. To
combat this, alongside this change of leadership,
we have a yearly strategic planning session to
transition out of our old leaders, and transition
into our new ones. Therefore, it follows naturally
that when we think about the High Holy Days and

the yearly rebirth and renewal that we undertake
as a Jewish people, I am reminded of Netzer’s
leadership processes.
These High Holy Days, I encourage you all to try
and connect with your personal ‘new leadership’ –
How will you adapt this year? How will you grow,
and change, and what new ideas will you introduce
into your life, and others? And in addition, what
challenges will you face? And how will you tackle
the changes that come with your new endeavours?
Let us take a moment and appreciate our
annual opportunity for introspection,
self-fulfilment and growth.

Chag Sameach
and G’mar Chatimah
Tova
Toby Zayontz
Netzer Melbourne
Mazkir 2022
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YOUTH EDUCATION & ENGAGEMENT

tots
& torah
vru,

10am

3.30pm

For children aged 0-3 years (and parents,
grandparents/carers). A program of interactive
play and song celebrating Shabbat.

For children aged 3-6 years
(and parents, grandparents/carers).
Last Friday of each month.

26 August, 9 & 23 September, 7 & 28 October, 11 & 25 November

26 August, 23 September, 28 October, 25 November

Contact: tammy.cohen@tbi.org.au

Contact: tammy.cohen@tbi.org.au

PRE-B’NEI MITZVAH
Tuesdays 4-6pm (during school term)

Study Torah stories and explore Jewish history, peoplehood,
mitzvot and values, develop Hebrew language skills and prepare
for your b’nei mitzvah journey

TEEN MADRICHIM PROGRAM

Love interacting with younger kids? Interested in learning more
about teaching? Want to develop leadership skills?
If you are post b’nei mitzvah age + interested in becoming a teacher’s assistant / volunteer contact
tammy.cohen@tbi.org.au

Interested? Contact:
tammy.cohen@tbi.org.au

ST KILDA

MEANINGFUL
JEWISH EDUCATION
ACCESSIBLE TO ALL JEWISH YOUTH

Tuesdays
4 – 6pm

BENTLEIGH

Thursdays
4 – 6pm

Beit Sefer Chayim, the School of (Jewish) Life, is an
afterschool youth education program for primary-school
aged students in Prep to Grade 5 run jointly by Temple
Beth Israel and Etz Chayim Progressive Synagogue.
Learn the Jewish calendar, Torah,
values,rituals, languages and more,
through the teachings of
Progressive Judaism.
For information:
tbi.shulcloud.com/beit-sefer-chayim
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BEIT SEFER CHAYIM
An educational partnership between
Temple Beth Israel and
Etz Chayim Progressive Synagogue

BEIT SEFER CHAYIM
An educational partnership between
Temple Beth Israel and
Etz Chayim Progressive Synagogue

PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES
SERVICES AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
SPROUT

GESHER LIT’FILAH

5.45pm
Friday
9 September,
14 October,
11 November

10am
Saturday
10 September,
8 October,
12 November

HINEINU

GESHER MINCHAH
AND HAVDALAH

6pm
Friday
19 August,
16 September,
21 October,
18 November

5pm
Saturday
29 October

DAILY DAVEN

LEARNER’S
MINYAN
10am
Saturday
27 August

JEWS IN THE
NEWS
10.30am
Wednesday
7 & 21 September,
19 October,
2 & 16 November

DROP IN & CHAT

MEN’S GROUP

(offsite)

10.30am
Wednesday
24 August,
14 & 28 September,
12 & 26 October,
9 & 23 November

ROSH CHODESH
WOMEN’S GROUP

(offsite)

7.30pm
Sunday
28 August,
30 October,
27 November

6.15pm
Sundays - Thursdays

7.30pm
Sunday
28 August,
28 September,
23 October,
20 November

DEMENTIA
SUPPORT GROUP
7.30pm
Thursday
8 September,
10 November

ES
S
R
U
O
C
L
O
O
H
BACK TO SC
JEWISH GRANDPARENTS
NETWORK

LUNCH & LEARN:
THE BOOK OF WHY

Friday 10 - 11.30am
2 September,
7 October,
4 November

Wednesday 12.30 - 1.30pm
24 August,
28 September,
26 October,
23 November

EMBODIED SPIRIT YOGA
Friday 5 - 6pm
2 September,
7 October

TBI JAM SESSION
Saturday 7 - 9pm
13 August

JEWISH FESTIVALS:
MEANING & MUSIC
High Holy Days
Thursday
12.30pm
15 & 22 September

DETAILS AND BOOKINGS FOR ALL COURSES:
TBI.ORG.AU/BACK-TO-SCHOOL-BACK-TO-SHULE
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IN MEMORIAM

HOWARD FREEMAN

Z”L

Edited version of eulogy by Rabbi Fred Morgan, 20 May 2022

Howard lived an extraordinarily full
and varied life, a life truly worthy of
celebration.
A talented, highly-regarded and
successful Collins Street dentist, he
was meticulous and caring towards
his patients, of whom I was one.
He also made remarkable
contributions to the life of the Jewish
community in Melbourne and indeed
across Victoria and Australia, through
what one of his associates called
his “inspirational enthusiasm” for its
history and his passion to preserve
that history for future generations
in a quintessentially Jewish way.
He collected Judaica and promoted
historical research into the Jewish
community, a passion he shared
with Rabbi John Levi, who became a
firm friend.
Howard was deeply committed to TBI.
When there was no-one available

Photo: Joe Lewit
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to succeed Peter Kolliner after a
second term as TBI President, Howard
accepted the role. He was my first
full-term president at TBI after Sue
and I arrived here in late August 1997,
and I’m indebted to him for showing
me the ropes and helping Sue and me
feel at home. This is the sort of person
Howard was: he was ready to put up
his hand when help was needed.
Howard also served as President of
the AJHS for 38 years, retiring only
in 2020. He was instrumental in the
Victorian branch’s incorporation in
1988, and the launching of its journal
in 1989. He edited A Portion of Praise,
a Festschrift (celebratory volume)
in honour of Rabbi Levi’s retirement
in 1997, and played a central role
in the production of TBI’s 75th
anniversary history volume, A Time to
Keep. In 2004 Howard presented a
priceless archive of Victorian Jewish
writings and records to the State
Library of Victoria. He had a great gift

for enlisting others in his passion,
commissioning outstanding speakers
and authors for the AJHS and its
journal, and in recognition of his work
Howard received the Medal of the
Order of Australia in 2007.
Above all, Howard was a devoted
family man, proud of each member of
his family for the lives that they lead
and the values they espouse.
Hard working, focussed, meticulous,
charming and gregarious, curious
and questioning, sociable, caring and
generous, he truly left his mark on the
world and we will cherish his memory.
Howard was one of the most authentic
people I have known. He was always
true to himself and always gave of
himself; that is the gift we celebrate
and remember.

Zichrono livracha: May his memory
be a blessing.

LADY ANNA COWEN

Z”L

Edited version of eulogy by Rabbi Shimon Cowen, 12 June 2022

outreach to huge spheres of people;
they were partners in loving kindness,
partners in what we call chesed.

In the eulogy for my father, zichrono
livrocho, I compared him in some ways
to the first father of the Jewish people.
You might ask straight away, ‘Why am
I beginning with my father? This is
a eulogy for my mother.’ The simple
answer is that they went together and
that all that my father accomplished
would have been unthinkable without
my mother. Every stage of my father’s
career, from post-graduate student
days to Dean of a Law School,
Vice-Chancellor of two universities
to Governor General of Australia
and all the institutional building
and communal activity in which he
engaged in Australia or around the
world was substantially shared and
enabled by my mother. She supported
and nurtured my father’s being, as
she did all of us, me, my family and
my siblings and their families along
with uncounted numbers of people in
all the human, public and community
spheres through which her life moved.
She was not only an enabler but also
a contributor in the highest sense. My
father indicated that in the spheres of
his life he may have been recognised,
but she was loved. If my father
could in some ways be compared to
Abraham, my mother can in some
ways be compared to the first mother
of the Jewish people, Sarah. They
were partners in helping, building and

Two words apply to the specific
and unique qualities of my – our
– mother, grandmother and great
grandmother, upon which I would like
to elaborate. They are “kindness” and
“equanimity”. I used to think of them
as distinct but this morning I saw how
in her they were related.
Wherever she was mum was
beckoning, smiling, encouraging,
hosting and concerned about other
people. Her own family were on a par
with this loving attention. That might
sound like we were downgraded to
the level of attention given to others,
“outsiders”. The reality was that all
the so-called outsiders were upgraded
to family treatment. For both my
parents there was no wall between
their private and their public lives.
That was her kindness; now to her
equanimity. Equanimity means
etymologically “equality” or evenness
of spirit. In plain language it means
“keeping on an even keel”, remaining
calm, not being thrown by changing
circumstances or experiences or
moods, maintaining balance under
all conditions. This is what mum had.
Anger, impulsive reaction, upset,
was something you never saw in her.
Generally speaking, a smile never left
her face.
We are all endowed with different
qualities of character: some with
kindness, some with discipline,
some with compassion, and with

other qualities. But every quality,
every trait of character can have a
pure expression and a corrupted
expression. Love and kindness can
turn into self-indulgence. Real love is
directed towards others, not oneself.
And this was the test of the purity
of mum’s lovingkindness. It was
perfectly maintained love for others –
a steady, smiling orientation towards
others.
So, the perpetual smile, the calm and
even-spiritedness – the equanimity –
that was mum.
Another key word is “modesty”.
Mum was a deeply modest person.
Notwithstanding her willingness to
step with my father into every public
sphere, she barely ever relinquished
the privacy and guardedness of her
own world of feeling and need. It was
hidden and, in this respect, she was
like our biblical mother Sarah, utterly
and totally modest and private. The
pages of her diaries are a seemingly
unending account of engagement
with a myriad of people and the
gratefully recorded experiences of
what she called a “charmed life”, a
life to which she felt no entitlement
and felt only gratitude and
wonderment at the privilege bestowed
upon her.
My mother was endowed by G-d
with a nature of lovingkindness,
but she herself toiled to purify this
attribute with constancy, equanimity,
graciousness and modesty. Her
memory is an everlasting blessing
and inspiration to us all.
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OUR VISION - RIGHTS, RECOGNITION & RESPECT
As Australians we feel
strongly that everyone
coming to our country
deserves fundamental
Rights, Recognition
and Respect.

Since our inception we have
been successful far beyond
our expectations as we strive
to significantly enhance
refugee peoples’ lives with the
implementation of a number of
outreach activities and events.
These social, educational and
cultural programs provide both
our TBI members and partners
in the broader community with
opportunities to develop a shared
understanding, contribute to
breaking down cultural and
religious barriers, and offer
support whilst relieving poverty
and disadvantage.

Project Dignity began in 2016 as a
TBI initiative. Inspired perhaps by
Jewish history reflected in the plight
of refugees, the project was created
with both empathy and a desire to
offer practical support. Refugees
from many nations come to
Australia as a place of safety, often
after fleeing war and persecution.
As Jews we understand that we
cannot be involved in ‘repairing
the world’ if we do not know and
understand the ways in which the
world is broken.

Project Dignity
Crisis Relief
Program

Project Dignity partners with
organisations that also have a
commitment to refugee support,
namely The Salvation Army
Asylum Seeker and Refugee
Service in Brunswick, and Deakin
University’s Centre for Refugee
Employment, Advocacy Training
and Education (CREATE).

Melbourne.
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The Program is a cooperative
supportive partnership and a
welcoming community where
everyone has opportunities to
create connections and share
skills, networks and resources.

For it to continue, however,
we need financial support.
The Project Dignity Crisis Relief
We therefore kindly ask you
Program supports scholarship
to please consider donating
students and families of Asylum
Seeker background experiencing to the Project Dignity Crisis
continued financial stress. It also
Relief Program. To make
supports refugee families recently an online donation please
arrived from Afghanistan as they
make the transition to establishing visit mazonaustralia.org/
projectdignitycrisisrelief
themselves in their new home in

To find out more about Project Dignity and the Crisis Relief Program,
visit tbi.org.au/project-dignity/ or email projectdignityau@gmail.com or find us:
facebook.com/ProjectDignityAustralia
22

We currently offer support to over
250 individuals in 50 households
across Melbourne, providing
weekly deliveries of fresh
and non-perishable food and
essentials. The Project Dignity
Crisis Relief Program also assists
these individuals and families with
finding rental accommodation,
schools for their children, and
items such as clothing, blankets,
bikes, prams and furniture.

Thanks to our partnership
with Mazon Australia
donations are tax deductible.

APPEAL
Fill a Mazon Bag to support the Mazon Australia Street Pantries.
Bags should be returned to TBI by October 19

As Mazon Bags have long been a part of
the High Holy Days at TBI, many of you
may be unaware that Mazon Australia
provides for those experiencing food
insecurity throughout the year.
Mazon Australia’s food appeals are
focused around the harvest festivals of
Sukkot, Pesach, and Shavuot. We start
the Jewish year with our Sukkot Mazon
Bag appeal, during Pesach we collect
kitniyot for our street pantries, and our
Soup Bag campaign begins during
Shavuot but lasts throughout the winter
months. With the help of a number of
volunteer groups, including volunteers
from TBI, we pack and distribute to
families experiencing food insecurity
500 bags filled with fresh vegetables
and a recipe to make a delicious and
nourishing soup.

Our newest campaign is the Share Your
Simchah campaign. Please consider
donating 3% of what you spend on food
for your next simchah to Mazon Australia
to help us in our Jewish Response to
Hunger. For more information on this,
please email mazonaustralia@gmail.com
As we resume in-person services at TBI
these High Holy Days, we remind you
to please collect your Mazon Bag after
Rosh HaShanah services, fill it with nonperishable food items and toiletries, and
please return it to TBI before Simchat
Torah. The items you donate will be
used to stock the Mazon Australia street
pantries in East St Kilda, Notting Hill and
Oakleigh, which operate from the support
of the community, for the community, in
accordance with the motto: “give what
you can, take what you need.”

These items are needed most:
• Tinned food
Please no
• Dry pasta and opened
or expired
pasta sauce
containers
• Rice
or items!
• Long-life milk
• Snack bars
• Cup-a-soup
• Toothpaste &
Toothbrushes
• Deodorant
• Soap

Thank you for your support
and L’shanah Tova!
Ellen Frajman
Chair, Mazon Australia
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REVERSE
TASHLICH

Join together for Tikkun HaYam
(Repair the Sea), a worldwide initiative to
participate in a reverse Tashlich (casting
out), cleaning up our local beaches
Picnic & Reverse Tashlich
Sunday 2 Oct 3pm

For location and RSVP: tbi.org.au/highholydays

B’NEI MITZVAH
SUKKAH
SLEEP OUT

Friday 14 October
6pm Drop Off, followed by
Kabbalat Shabbat Services & Dinner
RSVP: tbi.org.au/highholydays

NEXT DOR
SUSHI IN
THE SUKKAH &

HINEINU HAVDALAH
Saturday 15 October from 6.30pm
Havdalah 8.18pm
HHD 2022
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S’LICHOT 2022

Saturday 17 September 8pm
In addition to the traditional S’lichot service, this
year participants will engage with the themes of
return, repentance, apology and forgiveness through
film, text and music.
Following Havdalah, we will enjoy the short,
thoughtful film Repair by author, animator and
Classical guitarist Hanan Harchol. New-York-based
Harchol is the creative force behind the animated
series Jewish Food For Thought, which teaches
Jewish ethics through thought-provoking animated
conversations between Harchol and his Israeli
parents. Immediately afterwards, facilitator Jim
Cyngler will engage the community in a spirited but
respectful exploration of the topic as it pertains to
the High Holy Days.
We will also be joined by TBI’s Elizabeth (Beth)
Riordan, who will debut her latest work, Shma Koli
(Hear Me). A graduate of the Australian Institute of
Music, Beth has performed her original compositions
throughout Australia and her songs can be heard
in films and television shows globally. Many will
be familiar with Beth through her involvement in
Hineinu services, where her melodies enhance our
worship and enlarge our spirituality.

BEREAVEMENTS
GILBERTO BIONDI		
Cousin of Graeme Smith
SHIRLEY MARION CASS
Mother of Daniel, Naomi and
Deborah z”l
LADY ANNA COWEN 		
Wife of Sir Zelman z”l,
mother of Rabbi Shimon, Yosef,
Kate and Ben z”l
JOSEPH EPSTEIN		
Husband of Jan, father of
Rafael and Sarah
26
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26 April - 12 July

DONALD KEITH FINKELSTEIN
Father of Darren,
Debra and Karen

JUDITH O’DONNELL 		
Wife of Pat, mother of Sylvia and
Zeke, sister of Kay Schweitzer

HOWARD FREEMAN
Husband of Lorraine, father of
Neil, Jeremy, Melanie and Karen
z”l and Past President of TBI

ELEANOR NADLER SCHWARTZ
Aunt of Brin Nadler

SIMON FREIDIN		
Son of Bob z”l and Mara z”l,
stepson of Vera Freidin,
brother of Anna and David,
stepbrother of Kathy Kaplan and
Sue Newton

VERONIKA VARGA		
Mother of Sophia Saunders

WE REMEMBER WITH SADNESS
THE PASSING OF OUR MEMBERS AND
FRIENDS. MAY THEIR MEMORIES
BE FOR A BLESSING.

TBI SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEE
For a very long time, climate and environmental issues were considered a niche topic
only for ‘greenies’. This is no longer the case. The impacts of our heating planet are
now well-documented by all mainstream scientific, business and public institutions.
Those impacts extend far beyond environmental impacts, and deep into our human lives.
An unprecedented social and economic transition is now underway.
But will it happen fast enough? And why should this matter to Jewish community members
and leaders? What’s at stake is the safety of our kids, our elderly, our traditions,
community and practices, our businesses, investments and community institutions. In just
over two average Strategic Planning cycles of an organisation like TBI, we will either have
acted to save ourselves from the worst, or stood by to watch a path of no return. We
will have seized the incredible opportunities now presented to us, or squandered them.
Hillel’s imperative echoes louder than ever: ‘If not now, when?’ 
Joel Lazar

CEO Jewish Climate Network
The TBI Sustainability Committee • To demonstrate our values
was formed late in 2019 to further
through practical measures
the strategy stated in the Strategic and behavioural change at
Plan to ‘Ensure TBI’s values
TBI that makes a difference and
of respect and tikkun olam are
also serves as an example to
reflected in our commitment to
our members.
environmental sustainability and
demonstrated in actions designed • To review approved measures
and ensure an ongoing
to minimise our impact on the
commitment to environmental
environment.’
sustainability.
The Committee formulated the
• To keep the Board updated on
following Terms of Reference:
environmental sustainability
• To provide guidance and
initiatives.
recommendations to the Senior
Rabbi, the Executive Director
and the Board on ways in
which TBI can reduce its
carbon footprint.

Following a meeting between the
Committee and Brett Hedger, the
Sustainability representative from
Port Philip Council, the TBI Board
and management have agreed to
attend a series of workshops that
will develop a strategy for TBI so
that all programs can
be integrated into a
sustainable model.
We would be happy to assist
anyone seeking advice as to
how you might live more
sustainably. Please contact us
via the TBI office.
John Hillel
Chair, TBI Sustainability
Committee
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TOTS
SERVICES

With songs and stories for
0-6yr olds and their loved ones
2nd Day Rosh HaShanah
Tuesday 27 September 8.30am
Yom Kippur morning
Wednesday 5 October 8.30am

DISCOVERY CENTRE
High Holy Days exploration for
kids and youth, with activities,
stories, music and more
Rosh HaShanah
Monday 26 September 10am
Yom Kippur morning
Wednesday 5 October 10am

CELEBRATION
FOR (ALL) THE AGES

A new opportunity for all generations
of our community to be together - filled
with the melodies, readings and stories
of our Family Service of years gone by
2nd Day Rosh HaShanah
Shacharit service
Tuesday 27 September 10am

